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Dr. F. B. Clausen College Basketeers
Germania Visitor
College Presid ent Tells O f The Life

Of Gustavus Adolphus, Who Died
In Defence O f Protestantism.
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•'Germany retained the Reformation by a timely victory 300 years
ago," stated Dr. F. B. Clausen in
speaking of Gustavus Adolphus at
the meeting of the Germania , held
Xovember 3rd. Dr. Clausen stressed
the importance of the part played
by the Swedish king in defence of
Protestantism during the Thirty
Years War. He pointed out the
odds against which Gustavus Adolphus had to fight, since not even
the electors looked favourably upon
b actions till they were finally
drawn into the conflict in spite of
themselve&.
Julius Neff, now a student in th e
Seminary, added humour to t h e
program with a reading of one of
the numero us Swabian stories which
~oint out the idio ~ yncrasies of that
particular class of people.
William Nolting spoke on the
present-day student of Germany.
He gave a brief account of the life
of the German student before and
after the world war, pointing out in
v:hat respect& the German student
differs little from the student at
Waterloo College.
Student songs were sung at the
beginning of the meeting.
Dr. H. Schorten thanked Dr.
Clausen for giving of his valuable
time to address ti'.e society.
- - W- -

Local Library Receives
Shipment Prom Western
Mostly of a Philological Nature.
The College libr ary h ag r eceived
a ,hipment of books from th e U n i-

\V.
It

ssed
He
ded

r

:er e

~in g .

vers:ty of Wes tern Ontario . These
books, thirty-nine i n all, w ere sent
by Professor F. Landon, head lil .•.'iJn at Western University, and
,re to be placed in the local library
'Jr the general use of professors
and students-. They are mostly of a
philological nature.

--w-Remembrance Day a Holiday
By ac cion of th e facu lty of \Vaterloo College, November 11, Remembrance Day, was observed as a holiday. All lectures were cancelled
or that day.

· anuual meeting of the s taff
College Cord was held at the
uxe C.afe on Friday evening.
12. A•o in former years the
g was preceded by a banquet.
were sixteen members of the
>re.:;ent, including all the retirtembel'o3 and three of the new
ers. The chief buGineEs of the
1g "·as the reading of the refor the year by the heads of
triou.:; departments.
Knauff, busines,, manager of
Jrd in the year just concluded,
•ted hi.:; report which, as wao5
expected. was not very favourHe suge.oted that in order to
he Cord each member of the
r~- to obtain ten new sub.scripthereby materially increasing
rculation.
next report to be given was
f the advertising manager, H.
In his report he et;pecially
~nded the work of the assislvertising manager, C. Kru.spe,
10k charge of all the Kitchener
ry._ _
:as,se lman gave his report as
lion manager during the year
ast. He .stated that the lists
een revised completely and
nee tl1e dead wood had been
· it wa., highly desirable to ohew sub.scriptions.
Xolting, the retiring editor,
>ld the .:;taff something of his
ties dm·ing his term as editor
fered ~everal feaGible sugges:J the new ~taff, chief of whic.b.
cut the Cord to a four-page,
umn is.sue. He also emphahe need for large•· subacrip>t.;. To the reporters he ad1 a few words of welcome and
ome instructions which his·
xperience had showed him
eedful.
new editor, R. Ruch. expressregret at the departure of
ember,; of the staff and also
ed tho.se who are filling the
-Ie asked fo1· co-operation dur' coming year and appealed
11~- that since the size of the
as being reduced the quality
roved in every way~lJ(lln;tirre,
the change be successful.
D. Tailby, the retiring a.ssoditor, and 11. Lepisto, the
ry reporter, also had a few
.o say, expreseing their willto co-operate.
neeting was concluded by the
of the national anthem.
!
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College Fails To
Athenaeum Hears
Lose In Overtime
Repeat Victory
Adventure Talk

C l o~e Th_ro ughout: Two Extra
F 1ve- Mmute P e r 1ods..

·water-loo College went down to a
18-15 defeat at the l1ands of the St.
Andrew's quintet on Saturday evening, November 5th.
The college started in ·fine style
and it was not long 1before Berner
had sunk two foul shota and Scherbarth had added two points on a
long shot. The purple and gold team
then proceeded to give a somewhat
ragged exhibition and in a few moments the game was tied at four all.
Play r a nged up and down for five
minutes, with neither team able to
hit the mark. Weber finally scored
on a foul s hot to make the score at
.half time rood 5-1 in favour of the
Proobyterians.
Reble, Ruch and Jonoo started on
the ·College front l!ne in the second
half. It waen't long before Jonee put
the college out in front with a shot
from centre floor. St. Andrew's r&
taliated with two baskets befor e Reble answered for the college, with
one. Jones tied t':le score on a foul
shot. Scherbart.h, after making a
stop of one of St. Andrew's passes
dribbled in and .scored. St. Andrew's
scored on a foul and a field goal but
Scherbarth came right back to tie
..
(Continued on Page 8)

IO p pon e n ~s' Fo r wa r d Passing P roves IMiss C. Bernhardt De lights Audience
Disastro us To Locals.

Wi t h Vocal Solos.

Wootern University Juniors gained
an early lead and defeated Waterloo
College 10-5 in an exhibition game
s taged at the J. W . Little Stadium,
•L ondon, on Saturday afternoon, Nove mber 5th. Waterloo defeated the
colts in the first game of this series
earlier in the season.
Western blocked a kick on Waterloo's 40-yard line after the first minute of the struggle. On the next play
a forward paBS and a short run gave
Wootern a touchdown. A fake placement and a forward pass gave them
the convert. The accurate passing
and the smart receiving of McL eod
had neted them six points within two
minutes of ·play. A kick to the deadline netted Western another point
shortly after this. Anderson's 50yard run which later on gave Waterloo its touch, was perha.ps the most
spectacular feature of the day. Anderaon caught one of McVeigh's
kick.s and evading the tacklers carried it to the opponent'.s 10-yard line.
A fake end run ga.ve Waterloo its
touch when Jones carried it over
t.h e line. Waterloo failed to convert
it. Score 7-5.
During the second quarter Goman
(Continued on Page 5)

To go around the world, not once
but many timoo; to visit in any and
eve ry p.art; to live at sea as a wir&
less operator for weekB• and months
at a time; these are things of which
Mr. Holm spoke i n his• addroos to
th e At'henaeum on Thursday, Nov.
10, in his talk on "Reminiscences
of a Telegraph Ope rator". Mr. Holm,
whose home is in Preston, hw;.
worked several years as• a telegrap.h
operator on ocean liners
:Mr. Holm was- "just rambling," he
Gaid, but the little Jncidents he told
about were like little bits of seayarns, products o~ the imagination
only. A typhoon tossing a ship about
for three days, during which time
everyone neither ::~te nor s lept but
hung on; being llhipwrecked on a
tiny coral island, way out in the Pacific, suc.h things really happen, Mr.
Holm assured the society. Of pru;s.senger and fre ig'ht boats., he prefers
the latter, although life on both
becomes very monotonous. A wireless operator, however, has plenty
to keep him busy. aud the work is
quite thrilling. Mr. Holm's conver.sational little talk was exceedingly

FREAK FIRE- FIGHTING FRESHMEN
ACCELERATE ANCIENT APPARA TUS
Draw Discarded Fire-wagon From
College to Kitchener City Hall .

Summer Session Results

F ir e ! Fire ! Fire !
Such wer e pro ba bly th e tho ughts
of many a res ident of t he Twin
Cities as they h eard th e lo ud cla ng
of a fire-bell on a n old •.lose-wagon
pumuing its clum.sy way down Kin g
street. The r inging notes must
wrely h av e fo und a dear s pot in th e
h earts of th e older fo lk of Waterloo
wh o still re me mb er ed the old horsedrawn, fi re-hos e wago n lo n g s ince
discarded in fa vour of more modern
equipment. But what a sight for sor e
eyes mus t everyone h ave seen when
t hey beh eld the "extraordinary" proceeding from Wate!'loo College. And
what a send-off! Gayly decked in
9.pparell of e very sort and descrip!io n (even down to the lowly pajamas ), the Freshmen of Waterloo Col(Continued on Page 4)

Exce ptionally good standings have
been obtained by the students in the
<; umme r .ses.sion examinations which
were written this fall. The r es ults
are as followG:
Class
Greek 110-Grace Bowers ... ... ... ..... II
Arthur Little ... ... ....... . I
Louis Saddler .. ........ .... II
Greek 330- H ubert Cas.selma n ... . I
H enry Enns ... .. ..... ...... I
Greek 331- Hubert Casselman .... I
Henry Enns ................ I
Latin 220- Arthur Little ... .. ........... I
Louis Saddler ......... ... I
Latin 230-Dorothy Franks ....... ... I
Arthur Little .. .. .......... I
Louis Saddler .............. I
Helen Willison ......... .. . I
La tin 330-Hubert Cas.selman ...... IV
Greek 10 of 1-10-Grace Bowers .. I

intere ~ting.

The ot.b.er outstanding feature of
the evening was t 2e charming songa
with which Miss Clara Bernhardt
fa voured the society.
.
The attendance at the meetmg
'\Vas extremely poor, due to othe r
act ivities during the e vening.

--w--

W ork On Occidentalia
Begun By Senior Class
The senior class a lready has beg un collect ing m a t eria l f or the Waterloo section of the " Occidentalia",
year book of the Univer sity of W est ern Ontario. Con sid erable h eadway already has been made, although a detailed pla n of the W at erl oo College sect io n has not bee n
m ade as yet.
Students have been requested to
submit to the &enior class any camp us shots which can be used for the
"Ca mpus Shots" section. About one
do zen ca n be taken care of this
year.
Wm. Nolting is in charge of the
work for this year's graduating
class.

--W---

'COVers .Prom Illness
s.sor Bale. who underwent a
operation la.st month, will
ence hi.s dutieB next week.
dent.s have been glad to see
ut tl1e halls on eeveral o ccaIri ng the past week, and are
that he has re covered fro m
ss.

.,..,_;
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The College
J...ibrary.

P rofessors and students alike no doubt rejoiced
when they heard that Waterloo College received
a grant from the Carnegie Foundation, since the
College now will be in a position to purchase books which have
been urgently needed for a long time.
When one sees the shelves upon shelves of books in the
College library, one wonders why more should be required. If
the present books served the purpose of the students in former
years, why should they not now as well? This is an intelligent
question but not absolutely free from criticism.
Not a year passes in which something new is not discovered; some new scientific facts are brought to light; theories
become facts; things accepted as facts for years 3.re questioned ;
and with each successive sun-set another page is added to the
world's history. Books published ten years ago might contain
all the facts known to that time; but what about the happenings
of the last ten years? Facts published ten years ago might have
been considered true then; but are they still considered thus?
In every field, be it science, literature, philosophy or any other,
there is continuous progress. As an educational institute,
Waterloo College must keep abreast this progress. Hence the
need for new books. But there is also another reason why new
books are needed.
During the last number of years Waterloo College has steadily extended its courses. To the General Pass were added the
Honour courses and now also courses leading to M.A. For postgraduate work, especially, new books are needed for research.
Thanks to those through whose initiative Waterloo College
has received this most valuable and needy grant.
Remembrance Fourteen years have passed since the World
War finally came to a close. Yesterday almost
Day.
every civilized country in the world observed
that memorial day when the nations laid down their arms and
ceased fighting. For quite a number of years we termed that
memorial day, "Armistice Day," now we have changed it to
"Remembrance Day." We commend the change; the latter
term, besides designating the end of the strife between the
nations, also has in it a call for us ever to be mindful of the
cause for which so many laid down their lives, the cause of
peace. The former term resounds with the aftermath of l:lattle;
the latter breathes of the calm repose of our illustrious dead.
For those who saw active service, and for those who patiently
waited at home for their sons, brothers and fathers to return,
the term "Armistice Day" brings back a clear vivid picture and
a feeling of joy and thankfulness_ But a new generation i ~ arising, a generation which does not know the war, a generation
wli.ich cannot experience anew the thoughts that surged through
each and every human breast as the news was flashed around
the world that armistice was declared. For them this memorial
day is a day of remembrance, not in the sense of being a retrospection of armistice itself, but rather in a sense of being held in
awe •b y the universal spirit of peace which is to continue to
pervade the world in order that those who fought the "war to
end war" have not died in vain.

Concords

Five Years Ago

The Western "Gazette" has changed
from a weekly to a semi-weekly pub·
lication. It is keeping abreast the
Dr. W. Sherwood Fox, dean or
steady advancement of the Univer- the college of arts at the University and at the same time bringing sity of Western Ontario was apthe news. to the readers while it is pointed president of the institutor.
news. We congratulate those whose
Dr. N . Willison is prevailed upon
initiative hac marie this important
to remain as registrar of and proprogress possible_
fess~r of English in Waterloo ColE. "Joe" Anderson he.s lent a lege.
series of books, "History of the German people," to the {~o!lege library.
All-Canadian night presented at
This ceries, consi~ting of some fif- the Athenaeum.
teen volumes, will be of great help
College rugby squad defeated the
and interest to the students. We K.-W. Collegiate squad 14-0.
commend Jo e's thoughtfulness and
unselfichness in lending these book£.
W. Schweitzer '28, was elected
At the flame time we hope that the president, L. Hagey, '2!}, vice-pre.istudents w:ill use the books with den t and J. S. Hagey secretarycare.
treasurer of the Athletic directorate.
iVe greatly appreciate t-he interest
- -w - that Profecsor F. Landon is taking
in i¥aterloo ·College. He has been appeal to al'l members to pay up all
the chief factor in securing a grant fees overdue . This $2.00 annual
for Waterloo College from the Car- fee will provide for a subscription
negie Foundation <J.nd the other day to the College Cord .
a box arrived cont~. ining some forty
At the same meeting a motion
book£, sent by him for the College was passed by the Association cor.gratulating the Dean of the College,
library.
It affords us much plea.sure to be W. C. Froats, M.A., B.Paed., upon
e.ble to feel that there exists an un- his success in increasing the enrol·
derlying bond of co-operation, friend- ment and in raising the standard or
ship and good-will between Western the ~holarship of the College.
University and Waterloo College.
According to l'r>ports Fred Goo
:.YJay this bond ever strengthen a s
is quite busy again this year.
tim e go ee on.
preaching in the vicinity of Phila_:mmmnmllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllll~ delphia_
H e a lso sta tes tha t while atte ing the U. L. C. ConventioflJ he me•
"Charlie" Crpuse who had come
_
down from Gettysburg Seminary.
~ 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 [~ Fred and "Charlie" had supper toA t its annual m eeting held in gether at t he Semi nary refecto .
May the Alumni Association de- and also spent the night together.
cided to grant an annual scholar- Fred states that they spent an enship of $25 .00 to the College. In joyable evening talking of inciconsequence the secretary-treasurer dent9 of their experience at Waterin the past week has sent out an loo College.
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ATTENTION!
During the past few weeks the circulation manager of the College Cord sent letters to the subscribers, notifying them that their
subscription has run out and requesting them to send in their
money for this year's subscription. We urge that all those who re.
ceive such a notice attend to it promptly.
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A WAY TO HAPPIN
If we noticed little pleasur
As we notice little pains
If we quite forget our losse
And remembered all our
If we looked for people's vi
And their faults refuse to
\V11at a comfortable, happy
Cheerful place this world
--W--
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(By Fred Ahrens)

even in ruins, a grim reminder of
the devastations of the Thirty
Years' War.
Even smaller places have their
quaint charm. The gems of Franconia, Rothenburg and Dunkelsbuhl,
rank proudly beside Nurnberg as
unique remainders from the 16th
Century, and near the Harzgebirge,
in Goslar, Quedlinburg and Brunswick we have monuments from
those early times when the Saxon
emperors held court in the cities of
this region as well as from later
times. This individuality, one might
&ay personality, results from the
distinct atmosphere of each place as
a whole.

An attempt to condense the im\ pressions gathered during almost a
year abroad, most of it spent in
Germany, into an article of this
length must result in rather general
and diversified statements, when the
amount and variety of territory
covered is taken into consideration.
I cannot treat in detail the geography, the inhabitants, the economic and political situation in Germany or any of the other European
countries which I visited in a few
d
·n
fi
If t
h
w~r s. 1 WI
con ne m~se
o su~
tlnngs as are not readily found m
text-books or guide-books, but which
Not on~y do the cities have this,
are based on actual observation, and but the different parts of the coun1 will confine myself to Germany. try too have their individual charT acteristics, whether it be the snow-!
Germany in itself is a land in
topped towering Alps of Bavaria,
which we find a great many difthe darker and qentler slopes of the
ferent types of peoples, of landBlack Forest, the swift-flowing,
scapes, of occupations . . . a land
majestic Rhine, now between steep
cf contrasts. In the North we find
banks covered with castles, now begreat plains dotted with lakes and
tween lower ones covered w1th busy
streams, in the South rugged mountowns, or the plains of the north
tainous areas of great scenic splencoast dotted with blue lakes as in
dour which beckon to the tourist
Mecklenburg. These are not the
and vacationist. In the East the
.
.
.
only
parts of Germany
which the
country IS more taken up with agn. .

At The Theatres.. CAPITOL . . .
Mon. Tues. Wed., Nov. 14-15-16
Lee Tracy in

"Washington Merry Go
Round"
Added:

"Roar of the Dragon"
with Richard Dix.
Thurs., Fri., Sat., Nov. 17-18-19

"Madison Square Garden"
with Jack Oakie
Added:

"The Crooked Circle"
with Zazu Pitts.

. LYRIC.
One week, starting MONDAY,
Nov. 14th.
The most sensiltion;ol pictur., of
a decade.

"GRAND HOTEL"
with
Greta Garbo, John Barrymore,
Joan Crawford, Wallace Beery,
Lionel Barrymore
No Advance in Prices.
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o ulated travelle~· s_hould VlSlt. There_ are
LIGHT LUNCHES
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other distncts of Germany which I
West along the valley of the Rhme d'd
h
.
. .
After Theatre Suppers
.
.
I not ave an opportumty to viSit,
we find the great mdustnal centres.
h'
h
I
h
t
d
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Jones & Thompson Mo-rs
Registered Optometrist
The great cities offer a variety of J w Icfi d ?Pe to sdee somfet a.yl ,hi
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Maker of
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.
rcvisite a 11 t e eauty spots w IC 1
he IS mterested m busmess or m art I h ld l'k
· ·
s ou
I e to revisit.
and culture. Hamburg, Berlin, DresAs contrasting as the impressions
den, Leipzig, Cologne, each differs
from the rest in its monuments to of Germany's geographical features,
the art, culture and industry of all are the life and thought of its
The kind that satisfy.
periods in German history; each has people. One reads and hears much
48 Ontario St. S. - Kitchener
an individuality due to its geo- of political unrest and turmoil on
14 King St. S. - Phone 58
Phone 2777w
graphical position and to the history every side, yet while Communists
WATERLOO
and Nazis (National-socialists) are
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
of its citizens.
attacking,
even
killing,
each
other,
TO STUDENTS.
But not only are the larger cities
Watcf~, Clock and ] ewelry
worth visiting; many of the smaller things in general go on in their
You can't be optimistic
The casual
ones have retained a distinct local well-ordered course.
with misty optics.
Repairing
charm, less obliterated by the rush visitor sees no unrest; even during
of modern life, from some distinct a long stay the visitor cannot hope
period of the past. We find in to penetrate to the bottom of noPhone 2995w
Evenings by
Nurnberg a city preserved almost litical differences and seldom d~es suffer under this. In an effort to
he become aware of the extreme decrease this enormous expense the
Appointment
n:tact from the time of Hans Sachs
poverty and dire distress existing state has repeatedly reduced the
DR. C. E. STOLTZ
and Albrecht Durer; Augsburg is
among millions o£ the people . He salaries of its employees as well as
DENTIST
filled with monuments of art and
33 King St. E. - Kitchener, Ont.
finds the streets full of busy people, old_ age pensions and unemployment
architecture from the Renaissance
Woolworth Block
cafes and theatres well-patronized; relief by means of emergency deand historical associations of the
indeed, their quality deserves this. crees ("Notverordnungen"). ThouReformation. Lubeck on the Baltic
On week-ends the roads are busy sands of the country's youth are
Sea proudly exhibits the remains of
with
traffic on bicycles, motorcycles, growing up without ever having had
College Stationery and
its power as a Hanseatic town, v;hen
cars and on foot; the streams are any employment and little prospect
it was the "Venice of the North".
Envelopes.
In Potsdam we still see the capital covered with canoes and other craft, of ever getting any. It is little
COLLEGE SUPPLY
while bathers line the shores of all wonder that they follow the call of
of the Prussia of Frederick the
STORE
bodies of water. All are intent on leaders who advocate violent measGreat, who built its palaces and
Room 303
a good time, in a land where every- ures to remedy these ills and other
rests in its simple garrison church
one is supposed to be suffering un- causes of dissatisfaction such as
with the delicate tinkling chimes
der the burdens of over-taxation reparation payments and are found
A WAY TO HAPPINESS
beside the quiet canals. Bonn is a
in the ranks of the nationalwe noticed little plerumree
pretty 18th century town, its old and unemployment. But it must socialists (Hitler's party) and the
.Is we notice little pains,
palaces (set in beautiful parks) now be said in justice to the German communists.
I! we quite forget our looses
seats of learning. Weimar is an that he does not squander money on
The military organization of
And remembered all our gailll:l,
outstanding example of a capital entertainment; he gets all the value
I! we looked for people's virtuee
of a small German principality he can for his money and the prices most of the German political parties
And their faults refuse to see,
which became the literary capital of of amusements are seldom prohibi- is a feature which strikes the
stranger as unusual. This is most
What a comforta1lle, happy
Germany when Goethe and Schiller tive, in fact, quite reasonable.
rheerful place this world would be. lived there, and the associations
Taxation is exceedingly burden- pronounced in Hitler's party, the
--W-\vith their activities are faithfully some because the large numbers of national-socialists. The idea is, of
-oilence is the wise man's armor preserved. The fine Renaissanc~pile unemployed are directly supported course, more or less copied from
!Or oelf-defence.
of the Heidelberg castle is splendid by the state. Those who have work
(Continued on Page 4)
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v Of Publication
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Reporters Welcomed.

annual meeting of tlle staff
College Cord was held at the
1xe C·afe on Friday evening,
12. Ae in former years the
g was preceded by a banquet.
were sixteen members of the
•reeent, including all the retirembei'c3 and three of the new
ers. The rhief buGinet:6 of the
1g was the reading of the refor the year by the heads of
riou..;; departments.
Knauff, busine!'•> manager of
trd in the year just concluded,
ted hi.:; report whic.h. as wa,;;
expected, was not very favourHe suge..;ted that in order to
he Cord earh member of the
ry to obtain ten new sub-scripthereby matel'ially increaging
·culation.
next report to be given was
r the advertising manager, H.
In his report lie e.;pecially
!llded the work of the assislvertising manager, C. Kru.spe.
ok charge of all the Kitchene
ry.
~as~an gave his report
tion mana.e;er during the year
1st. He .:;tated that the lists
een revised completely ancl
nee t.he dead wood had been
it wa.3 highly desirable to o1l-

-a.,

'W

sub.scription~.

:'1\olting, the retiring editor,
lid the .staff something of hi.,;
' ties during his term as editor
:ered several feasible sugge.s) the new ~taff, chief of whic.h
cut the Cord to a four-page,
umn issue. He also emphahe need for larger subdcrip;t,,. To the reporters he ad1 a few words of welcome and
Jme instruction.s which
xperience had s.howed him
eedful.
new editor, R. Ruch. expressregret at the departure of
embers of the staff and also
ed tho<Se who are filling the
Ie asked fo1· co-operation dur! coming year and appealed
lly that since the r<ize of UJ.e
as being reduced the quality
roved in every way :iJOMlf.Jre;
the change be successful.
D. Tailby, the retiring assoditor, and ~I. Lepisto. the
ry reporter. also had a few
.o say, expressing their willto co-operate.
neeting was concluded by the
of tl1e national anthem.
- - -W - - -

'COVers Prom Illness
s.sor Bale, who underwent a
operation last month, will
ence his dutieB next week.
dents have been glad to see
•ut U1e halls on several occaIring the paet week, and are
that he has recovered from
O>S.
~
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even less. By working hard it is~~---------------------------,
(Continued from Page 3)
possible for some of them to obtain
Mussolini's "Black Shirts", with a remission of fees and free meals;
\\hich Hitler's "army" has many for all students th ere are reductions
similarities. It calls for uniforms, in railway fares, theatre tickets, etc .
On Deposit
5alutes, watchwords and so on. Mem- They work very hard to make a
bers are commanded to appear at good showing, for only the best are
KITCHENER
meetings, rallies and demonstra- chosen for positions in professional
GALT
PRESTo.·
WATERLOO
tions, and the methods of organiza- or business life. A ll fields of emtion make it easy for members of ployment usually open to university
opposing factions to recognize each graduates are overcrowded, yet the
other and attack their political universities are filled as they never
enemies as they go to and from were before and their accommodaBm·n
meetings. Not only the Hitlerites tion in class-rooms is taxed to
wear uniforms, but also the "Iron capacity. The students also take a
Front", an organization which com- very active interest in the political
For Furnaces and Blowers.
bines the members of the former life of their country, and most of
Republican "Reichsbanner" army them affiliate with a university
Sold by
and the members of socialist and gro up maintained by the party of
republican parties. The communists their choice.
too, make use of signs, slogans and
The Hitlerites, socialists and com217
Phones
2463
parades. I have even seen members munists are strongest among stuof the Catholic Centre party parade dents. Many of the fraternities,
"OUR COAL MAKES Tr AR.lf FRIE.VDS ..
to and from meetings with banners which usually have a very nationaland fife and drum bands, but with-! istic character, sympathize with the
out uniforms. The "Steel Helmets", Steel Helmet or Hitler groups. Hitan organization mainly of war ler's supporters are perhaps the most
veterans, which supports the right- ~.ctive and stir up much unrest. De(An affiliated Co llege of the University of Western Ontario)
wing nationalists with monarchistic monstrations in the university often
tendencies, also wear uniforms. result in clashes between opposing
REV. 1<~. B. CLAUSE~. D.D.-Prestdent.
They formerly co-operated with the groups. Jewish students are somePROF. W. C. FROATS, ~LA., B. Paed.--Dean of t)Je College.
Hitler forces, but are now in dis- times attacked by the l'\azis, who
PRO:!<~. R. .T. E. HIRTLE, :\l.Sc.-Registrar.
agreement with everyone else, as have an anti-semitic pl:J.nk in their
PROF. HANNAH :\1. HAUG, M.A.-Dean of the Women.
REV. C. H. LITTLE, D.D., S.T.D.-Bunar.
most of the parties are; few of them platform. Several times I saw fights
are able to disregard their minor which resulted in the university at
YVaterloo College offers (a) A General Arts Cour~e lead'~" •
differences and unite for a common Berlin closing for several days, and
Pass B.A. degree (b) Honor Courses le::!ding to the degree ()(
cause, with the exception of the serious clashes have occurred in
Honor B.A.. and Specialist',;; Standing. (c) Courses to jl.A. 'd
C~urses for Students with Theology in view. (e) Courses pr~parin
Centrists, who more or less hold an Frankfurt and other university
rv~oddle and Upper School <Students in Greek, German, etc .. for Pro·
intermediary position and negotiate towns.
nncwl Departmental Examinations. (f) Extra mural a€t;i,;tance in
with other groups to get a majority
That the German student seems
Ger';1an, Greek, Lat in, _etc. The College offers each yoor ~umm
in the Reichstag. To this group be- more serious and earnest than stuse,,s~ons of 7 weeks domg regular college work; examinations fo
cred1ts.
longed the last chancellor, Bruning. dents here is not alone due to the
The :\Ien't; HeGidence io under the direction of P~of. H
His party is usually regarded as the German temperament generally and
Schorten, D.D.
hope of the more liberal democratic to prevailing conditions, but to the
Waterloo College Graduates are found (I) Teaching in the High Schr. 1
sentiment, the social-democrats and fact that he enters the university
andCollegratf! of the Prol'mce of Ontario. (2) Studyh:g in Osgoode Hall. (l
ether liberal parties having lost 3 bout two years later than the stu- 1
Trammg for Hrgb School Tta chers. (4) In our Seminary. (5) / 11 tbe Mmnlr
much prestige.
dent here, in what would correspond j
throughout Canada and tbe u_,ited States. (6' Pursuing Graduate work.!"''"'
This loss of ground by the more to our junior year, and after three·
to Ph. D. degree 111 Uuwerstf1es abroad. (7) Purs:rir:g Post Seminary 1L'Ork 1
B.D. degrees.
liberal groups is a result of the or four years, perhaps more, he
For Information, please write the College
general dissatisfaction at the seem-1 graduates with a doctor's degree,
Registrar, Waterloo College, Waterloo, Ontario.
ing slowness and inefficiency of the the only degree awarded by Gerpost-war governments, and their in- man universities as a rule.
ability to settle the questions of
The future looks cloudy for GerFREAK FIRE -FIGHTING
who wao already !Jalf·way to K
"war guilt", reparations, etc . There many in its present state of political
ener at the start, managed some
(Continued
from
Page
1)
has grown up a strong dislike and division and unsettled economic
to make the rest of the distance
distrust of parliamentary govern- conditions, but I feel sure that the
lege received further initiation du· all four. It is presumed that X
ment and a belief that the present thrift, efficient industry and deter- ties to perform when they were erstwhile mechanic of the l p
Weimar constitution is inadequate. mined ambition of the German forced to draw their senior students f'lat. had hie side-kick tuned up
The desire is for a strong ruler who people will restore their country to all Vhe way from the College to the fectly for the mighty ordrol. ~o
will act quickly. Memories of the its former position as a first class City Hall, Kitchener.
people are useful at times.
good times during the old mona1·chy power.
"\Vho started it," you a.;k' II
The clanging of the fire-bell the
--W-before the war lead many to advothe
greatest showman that Wa
clear ringing notes of the College riscate a return to that form of
" Hold The Line! "
loo College has ever known w.
ing-bell
wielded
by
the
mighty
arm
government. This is not impossible,
in.;tigator of the "hole idea. Y
perhaps even desirable. There is not
Apparently scrimmage is not rele- of Ernst Goman, the blare of minia·
"~aa::; -"Reb"!?!
ture
trumpets
in
the
form
of
Hal·
much talk, however, of restoring gated to the rugby field alone but
the former Kaiser to the throne, may at times be seen on street-rars. lowe' en novelties, the melodious• ( ?)
or any other person in particular. "Mac" recently appeared aboard a voice.s of college students singing
It is probable that if the monarchy Waterloo-bound street-car with a the good old .;ongs, college yells,
Several copies of each of th
returns the former crown prince or rasket of grapes fondly held in his noise and laughte!·--all of this, unit·
following issues of the Colleg
one of his brothers will ascend the hand. The luscious fruit was all ed to form one perfect bedlam
(similar to Toronto, from which an
Cord: Volume I, number I
throne. It is impossible to predict too tempting for "Mac's" fellowinmate
of that city recently es·
and volume II, number 8. Th
v:ith much certainty what will hap- students and a sudden wild rush was
!!Jade upon the unfortunate victim. caped), heralded the approach of a
College Cord would greatly fi,
pen to the German constitution.
proce.ssion heretofore unknown to
preciate if someone, who sf.
What of German youth, especially It is understood that "Mac" soon
Kitchener and Wate!'loo.
has the above mentioned cord:
the university student? I found the found himself casting crestfallen
With spectators lining the streets,
and does not mind parting wiih
university students of Germany glances down into an empty basket
them, would send them to the
generally to be earnest, hard-work- -except for one tiny grape which the Freshmen, sev~ra l of whom were
editor.
ing individuals. Many of them have the college boys were polite enough at the point of exhaustion, wended
barely enough to pay their way, or to leave for his own enjoyment. their humiliating way. Even Bing,

The Waterloo Trust & Savings Co.
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SPORTS

Defeat Opponents
In Home Game
Locals Lead Throughout Game; O pponents Get Touch Near End.

rio)

ege.

H.

Mini!try

rk leadilrg
1vork for

College

The Finest in Cakes and Bread.

COLLEGE FAILS
(Continued from Page 1)
intercepted a pass from Nash and
followed it throug!1 making a 20-yard
gain to Western's 5-yard line. Waterloo lost the ball and a kick 'by
:McVeigh sent the ball out of the
danger zone. Anot'ter fumble on Waterloo's part gave the ball to Western on Waterloo's ten-yard line.
Another kick by :.\1cVeigh and a
rouge. when Jones failed to run it
out brought the score to 8-5 at halftime.
The third and fourth quarters were
rather uneventful. Western scored
on a rouge in each quarter. Waterloos' line plunging was more spectacular than that of the colts, "Wilf"
Bean and Hamm making .some grand
bucks. Bill Bean and Ruch kicked
nicely but were ur.able to score on
them.

The Waterloo College gridiron
a·1ad won ita second game of this
s1ason. by defeating Guelph O.A.C.
:anlor rugbyists 8-7 in an exhibition
tilt on the Seagram :Memorial Field
o~ Saturday, Oct. 29th. The pu1'ple
JG ~old ~quad lo.ot the first game
this series at Guelph 15-9.
On the play, the locaiG deserved to
-.:1. by a larger margin and in fact
ere going through to a finish on an
" score, when Thi ele, flying wing
i the O.A.C. crew, intercepted a for~ pasc; from Whittaker, near \Va··rloo's forty-yard 'ine and galloped
own the field for a touch.
T~:.; play was no more sensational,
Line-up:
wever, than th<> work of Ruch
\'leG tern:
Ph!llip.s,
Campbell,
orly in t.he first quarter when he :\'ash, :.\'IcVeigh, Bernhardt. !\feCalore through for about 30 yards, to !urn, Bobba, AnJerson, :.\icLeod,
~• :he locals in o. scoring position Kemp; alternates, Fry, Kester Price,
nJ then pounced <>n the ball behind Humrhreys. Pauls, Schram, Vraden~~ Guelph line, to give \Vaterloo a burg.
fi>e point lead. A rouge in the l·atter
·waterloo: Go man, Ruch. Jones,
t of thi~; quart2r gave Guelph one Anderson. B. Bean, Schroeder. Pauli,
nt.
Whittaker. W. Bean, Hamm. Little,
The >econd quarter was almost in Reble; alternates, Ault, Lawson,
.-our uf the visitors, when they got Cooke, Aksim, CaG.selman, Scher'>.'.lin one yard of the Waterloo line barth.
Referee, Ken ·Bell.
u; were unable to pu.sh over on the
Umpire, John Herbert.
<1 <!own. The rest of the period
--w-c uneventful in !·egard to scoring.
G<Jman and Ruch made some gainplunge.; but were unable to get t-ained poGsesion on Guelphs' fum• the Guelph touch line.
I bles. Anderson kicked for Waterloo
Half-time: Score 5-1 for Waterloo. and the Guelph .halfback was rouged
Guelph added another point early for a point. It was near the end of
J the third. Wilf Bean and Goman this quarter when Thiele made his
m~je .;orne spectacular runs and a spectacular run for a touch. The con;ick by Ruch which the visiting vert failt>d.
)~rk~ fumbled. was recovered by
T.he teams:
\iaterloo and Bill Bean kicked for a
O.A.C.- Limpert, Charles Beatty,
JOint. It wao> in this period that Thompson. Wolfe, Easton. Shaw,
\vl!ittaker threw some neat for- , Thiele,
~orman.
Smit.h,
Tillon,
r~~. one of which was a 25-yd. Boulet; alternates. :Moffat, Roger.s,
l;ain tompleted by Reble. The pur- ' Gagnon, JarviG, Ni cholson, WE*tther,, and gold counted another point son.
.1e~ Rehle and Little downed the I Waterloo: Little, Wilf. Bean. Whit~"IP'l half-back 'behind the line. , taker,
Schroede r, Cooke, Hamm,
.;core stood 7-2.
Lawson, Reble, Bill Bean, Jones, GoIn the fourth. Little and Reble ob- ' man, Ruch; alterntttes, Ault. Andercon, AkBim, Casselman.
' 1 Referee, King, St. Jerome's.
Umpire, Zimmer, St. Jerome's.
Head linesman, Stevenson, Guelph

c

Capling's
Clothes for Dad and Lad_
Try our College Specials

SUITS $12.90 & $17.90
O'COATS & TOPCOATS
$10.90 & $14.90
Newest Ties 55c- Fine Shirts $1
WE ALLOW 10% OFF
126 King W .
Kitchen e r
Next to L yric Theatre.
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Celebrate
v Of Pu blication
ts O f V arious Manag ers P relted; Reporters Welco m ed.

Locals Lose By One
Point On Fumble
Unable

N o. 1

To

Overcome
Oppone n t s.

Lead

Of

Preston O.R.F.U. junioro> defeated
the Waterloo College rugby team 5-4
in a hard-fought game on the College
campus. Wednesday afternoon, November 2nd. Waterloo scored on two
kicks to the deadline and a safety
tou ch. Ariss scored the only touchdown of the game ror Preston in the
last quarter when Waterloo fumbled.
The first quarter was quite uneventful. Throughout most of it the
play see-sawed ·back and forth over
the centre of the tield.
A nice run by Ruc.h and good
•bucking by W. Bean helped to bring
\Vaterloo close to the Preston goal
early in the secon~l quarter. Anderson scored the first point of the
game with a kick to the dead-line.
A few moments later he kicked
again from nearly centre field for
another point, so that at the end of
the half t.he score stood 2-0 for Waterloo.
A few minute.s after the opening
of the eecond ha!f found Preston
dangerously near Waterloo's goal.
B. Bean, however, broke away for a
nice run and relieved the situation.
·w.aterloo tried .several forward
pa~ses but were unable to complete
them. and the end of the quarter
found Preston well down in \Vaterloo territory.
In the beginning of thE> last quarter, Preston scored a touchdown.
:.\Edgley had kicked over the line,
\Vaterloo fumbled and Ariss dived
after the ball to count five points
for Preston. Th~7 convert failed.
After the kick-off Waterloo drove
the play into the Preston end and
soon adde-d another two points to
their score with a safety touch .
Preston tried to move down the field
again and did complete one forward
pass but they were unable to acore
The game ended with the score
&tandiug 5--! for Preston.
Preston-Koch, Eipes, Oliver, Weiburg, Overson, Hall, Bullock, Bond,
Tait, Claire. :Midgley, Buchanan;
alternates: Aris.s, Clarke, Bitchke.
Underhell. Beith. Gooding, I. MeDonald, I. H. ~fcDonald.
Waterloo-Lawson, Little, Wilf.
Bean, Hamm, Pauli, Whitteker, Ault,
Iteble, Bill Bean, Jonea. Ruch, Goman ; alternates: Anderson, Schroeder, Cook, Aksim, Casselman.

Do not rely on heavenly favor, or
on comp-assion -to folly, or in pru1
deuce, or common sense, the old
usage and main chance of men;
, nothing can keep you-not fate, nor
--W-health, nor admirable intellect; none
"The ultimate goal is the Kingdom
can keep you, but rectitude only, recof Heaven on earth."-Stanley Baldtitude for ever and ever.
- -w- win.

YE OLDE WINDl\'IILL
BAKERY
Waterloo

Phone 999

For Diamonds, W atehes,
Clocks, Silverware
and

High Class Jewellery
Try

ALF. HELLER
Queen St. S. Walper Block
Kitchener

NEW SUITS
NEW OVERCOATS
NEW HATS, CAPS
And Furnishings
For Y oun~r Men

L. R. Detenheek
"THE MEN'S SHOP"

MacCALLUM'S
82 King West

Kitehener's Sport Store
Spalding's
and other good lines.
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annual meeting of the staff
College Cord was held at the
uxe Cafe on Friday evening.
12. A<> ii1 former years the
g was preceded by a banquet.
were sixteen members of the
JreGent, including all the retiremberG and three of the new
ers. The <'hief buGineEs of the
1g was the reading of the refor the year by the heads of
.riou..;; dep-:1rtments.
Knauff, bu~ines., manager of
Jrd in the year just concluded,
1ted hie report which. a~; was
expected. was not very favourHe suge.3ted that in order to
he Cord E>a<'h member of the
ry to obtain ten new sub.scripthereby mate1·ially increasing
l'culation.
next report to be given was
r the advertising manager, H.
In his report he especially
'nded the work of the assislvertising manager, C. Kru.:;pe,
•ok charge of all the Kitchener
ry.
:as.selman gave his report ali
tion manag·er during the year,
ast. He .stated that the lists
een revised completely and
nee t.he dead wood had been
it wa.; highly desirable to o1J~w sub.scriptions.
~olting, thE> retiring editor,
J!d the .:;taff something of his
ties during his term as editor
'ered several feasible sugges) the new staff, chief of which
cut the C'ord to a four-page,
umn iso:;ue. He also emphahe need for larger sub.:;crip;t.;. To the reporters he ad1 a few words of welcome and
ome instructiona which his
xperience had sl10wed him
eedful.
new editor, R. Ruch. expressregret at the departure of
ember.; of the staff and also
ed those who are filling the
Ie asked fo1· co-operation dur• coming year and appealed
lly that aince the o;ize of t.he
as being reduced the quality
roved iu every way - lJ()~:>-:;im,
the change be S\\Ccessf\\l.
D. Tailby, the retiring a.ssoditor, and :u. Lepisto, the
ry reporter. also had a few
o say, expressing their willto co-operate.
neeting was concluded by the
of the national anthem.
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'COVers

S'AV8Dftl

llatlio ~ ..\uto SnJ•J•I)•t:n.IJmitetl
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ISS- IS9 K ing St. Weet
Kitchener

•

Prom I //ness

;;sor Bale. who underwent a
operation last month, will
ence hiG duties next week.
dent.s have been glad to see
•u t U1e halls on several o ccaJrin g the paet week , and are
that he hae recovered from
6S.
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Seminary
Notes

COLLEGE

Microscopic Evidence

CORD

SHOE REPAIRING

~

Subject-G. Ryers<>n C.as.selme.n,
When your shoes need attention it will pay you to stop at
E .bi.storian. politician. man-about-town
i
~
G. Ryerson <Casselman, illustrious
EDWIN HOUSE Shoe Repair
:;ti111111111HIIIIIII II IIIIIIII!II IIIIIIII111 11 111 11 11 11 1 .1 1111111 11 11llt;•
member of the graduating class, first
27 Erb St. W.
Opposite Town Hall
Phone 941
When you do a good deed:saw light of day "way down east"
Think not of the glory it might in :.\1orrisburg (a town which, judggain you, but think of the glory it ing ·by the number of inhabitants
TRY THE BERDUX MEAT MARiiET
will bring to the Kingdom of God.
named Casselman, should ·have been
CHOICE FRESH AND CURED MEATS
Do not expect "emuneration, for dubbed "Casselmantown"). Rye has
If a clean market, clean market products, choicest of quality
your reward in Heaven shall be ten- ever since been trying to live down
and right prices appeal to you, then buy your
fold.
meat at our market.
this impediment. Named after that
------------------------Do not ask man to give you noted educator, Dr. Egerton RyerPhone 513
Waterloo, Ont.
34 King St. North
thanks. but to give thanks to God, son. Case; has long been endeavourwho is in Heaven.
ing to emulate this worthy gentleCompare it not with that of your man. Thus, in !ig'ht of this fact, the
neighbor, for your heart, and not brilliant history answers. garbed in a
his deed, will be the norm lby which cloak of Ciceroni~tn eloquence, of
DRY CLEANERS & DYERS
your deed '\\ill •b e measured.
"A Mother's Care with All You Wear"
Case:; are the more easily explained.
Think not of how well you did it,
Kitchener
90 Queen St. South
In 1929 (the year the depression
but think of how much better you
Phone
4100
began) Ryers;on came to 'Vaterloo
could have done it.
College from the Morrisburg Colle- '------------------------------------------------1
"But Jove ye your enemies, and do
giate. It is repOrted that there was
good, and lend hor;ing for nothing
"much weeping and wailing and
again; and your reward shall be
gnashing of teeth" by the fair sex
great, and ye shall be the children of the :Morrisburg community the
Superior Chain Grocer
of the Highest," Luke 6:35.
SERVICE
QUALITY
day that this eligible young Romeo
packed his bags and set out in
Phone 1100
WATERLOO - 37 King St. N.
Gustavus Adolphus. the Lion of aearch for Juliet ... I mean, set out
the Korth, the great defender of Pro- for his Alma Mammy. From the
testanti.sm, of Lutheranism, and of outset Rye was a wow. Always po Due to the fact that Rye sleeps the
W. H. E. SCHMALZ
religious and civil liberty in the pular with the students, it is to be greater .part of the day students have
ARCHITECT
world, came out of the north and dis- noted that his pOpularity is even ex- decided that he is either indolent
embarked on German soil to fight tended to IKitchenE>r.
or afflicted by .sleeping sickness.
Phou
129 King St. W.
1104
Kitchener
against the oppressors of the ProTo list t.he achievements of this However, those who have observed
testants in Europe. The "Snow worthy under the eagle-eye of the Rye in his proper environment at
MEMBER
King," as he was called, with his microscope is well nigh impossible night see the fallacy in those deducOntario Association of
small army of b•·ave Swedes. and In 1932 he was President of the tions.
Architects
'Finns went into Germany to protect Class of '33, and at present is CirThe greatest moment in the life of
Royal Architectural Institut.
the church that had become very culation :Manager of the Cord. An- the subject occurred recently durof Canada
dear to him. He defended the reli- other office that hs ho'lds is that of ing the Frosh initiation when the old
gion, which Luther had founded a 1st vice-president of the Boarding Waterloo Fire Department wagon
century before, from certain destruc- Club. It is feared that the influence ran over his toes. Experts claim that \
tion.
of the fair sex upon Rye may even- Mr. Casselman is comparable to HerIn the battle ot Luetzen, Novem- tually lead to the adoption of an cules or he would have been crushed
~er 7th. 11\32, he proved to the world eighteen day diet menu iby the club, by the ancient chariot. He achieved
that Lutheranism had come to stay. if such is not already the case.
great fame locally due to this reSCHOOL SUPPLIES
It marked the crisis in that long and
In pOlitics :Mr. Casselman is an markable "feet."
Loose Leaf Books
terrible 6 ruggle for freedom of wor- ardent Conservative (peculiar n
All joking aside Ryerson is a fine
All Sizes.
ship, the Thirty Ye'lrs 'Var. But just view of his liberal tendencies in gentleman, a good and true friend
at the moment of victory that great other lines). Pos.sibly at one time and i.s always working for the inter.Vaterloo
Phone 252
hero lost his life. His work was com- he was too liberal with his money, ests of the collego and her organipleted. The worJj was c;aved for so he decided to be conservative zations.
--w-Protestantism through the interven- Another explanation of .his zeal is
A Summer's Experience
tion of that noble leader from the the belief existent in this college
DRUG STORE
nort.b..
that •Ca.sa is angling for a governAnd Soda Fountain
By Lynden Lawson
Therefore, the uame of •Gustavus ment position after graduation pos(Continued from Last I.ssue)
Opposite Post Office.
Adolphuc; should te held in rever- aibly as historian or .somethin'.
ence by every Pvotestant in the
Phone
990
Waterloo
It is in athletics, however, that
----world, for unles.s he had intervened, Rye excels. He is a pastmaster of
Fir.st Sundays on a new field arethe world might still 'be under the the art of rushing (in basketball). rather trying. One is inevitably up , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - heel of Catholicism.
He rushes other things too but that on trial. Your congregations are
I
Lutheran Churches throughout the k; aside from the auestion. For the eagerly comparing you with former
world celebrated the 7th of Novem- past two years he has been coach of students. At the close of each serCOLLEGE CLOTHE
ber as the 300th anniversary of the the girls' basketball team. Reperts vice introduction.s are made by some
FOR COLLEGE JfE.Y
death of Gustavus Adolphus for he are that :.\'l:r. Casselman finds such a leading member of t.he church and
(Special Discount Allowed)
ranks with Luther as one of the task highly entertaining. •B ut Rye'G when the end of thE' day rolls Hround
78 King St. W.
- Kitchener
greatest heroes of Protestantism.
great athletic ability is di.splayed m your mind is a muddle of faces and
racing, that is, racing down to the names.
katchewan River from within four
The name of my field was Colle· miles of the city of Prince Albert.
The Women's :Missionary Society mail-box for letters in pink, perof the St. Peter's Church of Kitchen- fumed envelopes. ~Note: It's not his ston. It was a farming community to near the point where the two ri·
er, has donated a chapel gown to the fault. They just can resist the big stretching eastward from Prince AI- vers become one, some thirty-two
bert. This .student field together miles east. It is a rolling country
Seminary. This is a welcomed gift, brave man).
Exclusive of sports and women with one other make up the only self- quite heavily wooded, with a belt of
for all the chapel gowns of the
Seminary have become very old and Ryerson's chief pastime is sleeping. supporting fields in Northern Sas- jack pine running between the two
shabby and very much in need of His nocturnal halbits (formed, it is katchewan. The field itself is in rivers across. the centre of the field
replacement. This kindnes.s and con- ·hoped, in :Morrisiburg) cause him to the ehape of a triangle with Colle- In this district some of the firBt
sideration is appreciated by all the slumber blissfully during the day- ston at its apez. It stretches. be· white settler.s in Saskatchewan settime-but never in class, never, ever. tween the two .branches of the ·S as·
(Continued on Page 8)
Seminarians.
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later, only the co!d
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Then was nature's
bare :.nd her gre~<tes
. the u:.kno\\'11 ha
trange and ghastl1
hook the earth in its
fear clawed the tremb
men. The grave,; o
d ad had opened and
f Rome had issued
tho. e same snowy slop
had walked in :tges
1 ad· the ancient Ch
the chool children o
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in.
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i·
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wu that ,.-et down th
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THE UNKNOWN CITY

Tlzat Game Called . .. Bridge
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WATERLOO COLLEGE IS AFFILIATED.
How strange to see a city sleeping,
Across the meadows dark and still,
Courses leading to the degrees of B.A., B.Sc. (in Nursing), M.A.,
The elfin glow of ntreet lights peepM.Sc., LL.B., M.D., D.P.H.
ing
The rocky heights o£ Mount OlymGeneral Courses in Arts with liberal choice of electives in all
us towered upwards in solemn Beyond a silhouetted hill.
years.
glory to thrust ire clad crags of
General Course in Secretarial Science.
To pass in wordles~ silence, wonderru~ged stone into the unplumbed
ing
General Course leading to degree of Ba chelor of Science in
oldness of the outer regions amid
Nursing (B.Sc.)
hOtie ~cintillating spots of cosmic If i~ enfolds a millio~ sorro~vs,
A City ever onward JOurneymg
Six-year Course in Medicine.
dU> t ca II ed st ars. Th e pa l e moon.k
f
t
. t To meet the challenge of tomorrows.
For mtrance to tbe above Courses at ltast Complete Pass
light felll 1 e a spray o crys a 1 m1s
Junior Matriculation is required.
to bathe the jutting pinnacles and And then a shadowed curve of highthe heaving slopes that dropped
way,Honor Courses in Arts leading to Ontario Specialist Certificates,
including new course for Commercial Specialists.
.way to earth and the lowly realm The vision fades. I cannot see
f men. Here it was that the great- The road I knew so well by day.
Honor Course in Busines s Administration.
tst of philosophers had sat, the All, all is gone--s2.ve night, and me.
Honor Course in Science and Medicine combined.
frosty pureness of the air permeat-Clara Bernhardt.
For entrance to tbese three groups of Courses Pass Junior
ing his soul and the brightness of
---W--Malricu/ati011 and Houor Matriculation i11 four mbjects are
the autumn stars finding true rerequired.
flection in his aged eyes. The sweet others before him call for suggesO~<e-year Course in Public Health for graduates in Medicine
auty of the scene had for him an- I tions concerning new amusements.
(D.P.H.)
,v;md the eternal problem of the ! This did come to pass. A gentle
One-year Courses in Public Health for graduate nurses.
tery of life. ~othing was ever 1 murmur ran through the assembled
.t, nothing died; all that nature j ;;odr; ao> they did massage tbeir
\"?'b)ic jn,•fcrence is gi;;en lo students who are residents of tbe University
comtilnrncy. i.e., /be fourtee11 counties of Westem Ontario, it is wise to ask
emed to lose when the scarlet, chins in consternation . There was
for rrscrl'alions, pe11ding complete regis/ration, as early as possible. Many mort
m sought out their grave, when the rustle of Persian silk and· Venus,
applicaliom are 1'eceived eacb ;ear /ball can be accepted.
th~u-·h's :ilwg was gor:e wi~h th<c! goddess of love tripped gaily (and
1\umerous Matriculation and Undergraduate Scholarships are
t cold breath of winter was here ' fell) before the roval dais. '0 Zeus
offered.
ought back to birth more glori- let him, who in :1ges past walked
A wide and interesting programme of physical education and
. . All the s -r:·ow of summer's: the darkened streets with a lantern
athletics is provided.
y:ng day was returned from hea- in his hand and peered into f2.c:es- 111
For Re~J:ular Course, Summer School and Extramural and Exten'1 a brighter: c~rm to quench the futile search for an honest man, he
sion Department announcements and information, write
,,: burninf; ~ou!s in natt<re's whom we have learned to call the
p~:;dy of life. But tonight, eons Dreamer, go down among men and
K. P. R. NEVILLE, Ph.D.
Registrar
r, only the cold rows of dismal return to tell us of their ways and
·rns, graves of the mighty dead, ' customs'. "2
cc.ed he:lven's light and weighty
We of Utopia ~tiodernistica little I
lence reigned.
realize the strength of woman's
Then was nature's sanctuary laid word having again reduced the
re and her greatest laws broken ' 'weaker sex' to absolute serfdom
L1e u~:known hand of Destiny . but in those days and especially in
PORTRAIT AND COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHER
ra~g-c and ghastly phenomena the law courts woman was master
ook the earth in its orbit and cold of hearts and eonsequently of
1
r clawed the trembling hearts of heads.
. The grave~ of the mighty
"I protest, your honour!" the Modernistica with an acceleration
J had opened and the very gods Dreamer explainer!.
of thirty-two feet a second. Yes
Rome had issued forth upon
Venus stepped towards him, her they had dropped him from the
same snowy slopes where they body swayed in exotic rhythm, her peak of Olympus to speed him on
walked in :lges past. Thus dark tresses ruffled in the wind and the all important errand. Days of
:he ancient Chronicle which dark eyes like moving wells of anxiety passed on Mount Olympus,
Cleaners and Dyers
hool children of this period, blackness, looked into his and days (and nights) when the Dreamnia ~Iodernistica, look upon with sought his soul. It was as though er marvelled at the wondrous archiPhonea:
~ derision and not a little dis- the frosty air was charged with vi- tectural achievements and strange
brations of pulsing love, a name- mechanical contrivances employed
Kitchener 2372 - Waterloo 499
Le:. t.~ turn ba('k the pages of less something of hot breath, glis- by the bulbous-headed wearers of
rJ· to the year 2066 and the tening eyes and tender lips. Invis- purple togas in Utopia Modernistica.
f (.,car U.. Larnis, Lord vJ ible bonds of burning passion He visited the famous Pleasure
arania and of the strange Oscar- g1·oped between Lhem and caused Cities where' all was wild rhumba
r:mpires under the sea, who the blood to course in their veins rhythm and huge marble halls
Dentist
that ~et down these immortal to the rhythmic beat of a common where the aristocracy played at a
King St. S.
Waterloo
as he reclined upon his nick- heart. Her lips parted and in the queer new game.
Bank of Montreal Bldg.
lated throne in a gloomy "little husky voice of Garbo said, "For me
Here again is to be found one of
Phone 174
-'louse up on Lennox Avenue."' you will go, yes?" His knees sagged, history's blank pages and we must
Sightly did the newly wakened his brain whirled and he slumped to resort to that renowned play of
most enjoyable game has been disfro];c and make merry upon the ground in a dead faint. It is Wengid's3.
The scene is the
covered."
r kissed crest of old Olympus. needless to say that go he did.
heights of Olympus, the Dreamer
Zeus: "Come, roundly, roundly.
length it was decreed by Kismet
Tears shone like new born drops accompanied by three fair maids
Come knave tell us, what game?"
Ze:.Is, grandfather of all gods of morning dew in the inviting eyes comes before the dais of Zeus
Dreamer: "My iiege I do not reld tire of Bacchus' yeasty brew of gay Venus for her great heart smongst the other gods.
member, but these fair maids will
should rise and calling the felt sad at her last glimpse of the
Dreamer: "0, Zeus, a new and
tell it thee."
Dreamer as he sp~d toward Utopia
First fair maid: "That game-"
By special permiSSion of the
3 Wengid's "Diana of the Moon",
Second fair maid: "That game
yright owners of a popular sons;
2 From "Gods of Olympus" by Act. 3, Sc. V, published 2051 A.D.
cess in 1932.
Oscar Oscarnis.
(Anno Domini).
(Continued on Page 8)
(By Graham Campbell)
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THE COLLEGE CORD

Celebrate
v Of Publication
ts Of Various Managers Pre1ted; Reporters Welcomed.

annual meeting of the staff
College Cord was held at the
1xe C0.fe on Friday evening.
12. A3 in former years the
g was preceded by a banquet.
were sixteen members of the
1rec;ent, including all the retirember.,; and three of the new
ers. The chief buc;inees of the
1g was the reading of the refor the year by the heads of
riou.3 <lep-artmen ts.
Knauff, bu!'-ine~.3 manager of
n·d in the year just concluded,
ted hic; rep<>rt which. as was
expected. was not very favourHe sugeated that in order to
he Cord each member of the
ry to obtain ten new subtscripthereby materially increasing
·culation.
next report to be given was
f the advertising manager, H .
In his report he especially
~nded the work of the assislvertising manager, C. Kru6pe,
10k charge of all the Kitchener
r y . ' - - - - - - - - - - - -:
~asc3elman gave his report ~
tion manager during the year
ast. He .;tated that the lists
een revised completely and
nee the dead wood had been
it wa.,; highly desirable to ol>-

=w sub.scription~.

1'\olting, the retiring editor,
>ld the staff something of hitS
' ties during his term as editor
'ered ~everal feasible sugges) the new staff, chief of which
cut the Cord to a four-page,
umn issue. He also emphahe need for larger subncrip;t.,;. To the reporters he ad! a few words of welcome and
orne instructions which his
xperience had sJ.1owed him
eedful.
new editor, R. Ruch. expressregret at the departure of
embers of the staff and also
ted those who are filling the
{e asked for co-operation dur~ coming year and appealed
II~· that since the t>ize of the
as being reduced the quality
roved in every way yo.,>;iole;
the change be successful.
D. Tailby, the retiring assoditor, and :.\I. Lepisto, the
ry reporter. also had a few
:o say, expressing their willto co-operate.
neeting was concluded by the
of the national anthem.
-·--W-

'COVers Prom I I/ness
ssor Bale, who underwent a
operation last month, will
ence his duties next week.
dent.s have been glad to see
lut tl1e halls on several occatring the paet week, and are
that he has recovered from
'flS.
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THE

COLLEGE

CORD

Discords

THAT GAME
(Continued from Page 7)
called-"
Zeus: "0 yea, 0 yea, they have
forgotten."
Third fair maid: "That game
called-Bridge."
Zeus: "Sound trumpets, all make
gay. Procure cards, for tonight we
play."4
(exeunt.)
The twilight deepened into darkness and the stars twinkled into
being after the .sun, a crimson orb,
had gone to rest beyond the blue
horizon. No further information is
known as gained by an eye-witness
concernnig this .strange happening
acted upon Olymp1.s, home of versatile gods and heroes. On the night
following Michaelmas Day all radios suddenly went "dead," silence
encompassed the world.
Three
minutes later, when they again
awoke it was not the sound of local
stations that cam<, over the ether
but a low ghastly voice that struck
fear into -its hearers.
"This is station 0-L-Y-M-P-U-S
and this is Archimedes speaking,
voice of the gods. Are you listening, huh? We shall now broadcast
to the world the olympic bridge
championship, a game with the very
gods as players. It i 5 now exactly
time to start according to the local
sun dial. We now transfer you and
by remote control take you to the
1;cene of action."
"Jove shuffles, Venus cuts and
Zeus deals. What a game! what a
game! Penalty imposed upon Juno
for attempting to conceal a card
(a five spot) in Jove's pocket. Is
there action? You're asking me?
Venus trumps Ze•Js' ace and Zeus
mumbles quietly to himself. Listen
closely folks and you will hear the
cards fall. Zeus is battling vainly
for supremacy . If he should be one
of the losing team dire results may
be expected. The destl· ny of worlds
and nations hangs in the balance.
Zeus rallies, it looks like a come· h ea t e d t o
back. T h e stone tabl e IS
.
red heat due to tremen d ous ac t Ion.
.k
t
bl
'
St
an d
W ait.' I t 1oo k s l I e rou e ·
by for further anP.ouncements."
Silence, awe-inpiring silence held
the world in it5 grasp. The announcer never returned to the
"mic" and only a few scattered remnants of speech came through along
with terrific noise and shouting.
"--renege, you---Dreamer
reneges--nest men with a lantern!
Back--to your graves.
Never ment-that-game-bridge !"

The William Hogg Coal Co. Ltd.
..
..

SOLVAY COKR

Imperial Fuel Oil

D. L. & W. "Blue Coal"

SCOTCH ANTHRACITE

....

WELSH BLOWER

-Phones -

KITCHENER 57

WATERLOO 250
Waterloo, Ont.

Phone 260

CONRAD BROS.
Hardware, Plumbing, Heating, Fancy and Ordinary Chinaware
Dinner Sets a Specialty.
Estimates for Hot Water, Steam or Warm Air Heating cheerfully
a-iven.

COLLEGE BASKETEERS

A SUMMER'S EXPERIENCE

(Continued from Page 1)
the score once more. Berner broke
through to shove the college in the
le-ad. With IJ:mt a minute to go, St.
Andrew's tied up the score. At the
end of the regulation time the score
stood 14 all. The first five minute
period ended in a tie but Weber
sank a foul shot during the second
period and just as the bell rang :St.
Andrew's pulled out further in front.
The final score read 18-15.
The teams:
St. Andrew's: Hooper. Bailey,
Wagner, . Foyer, Weber, Bullock,
:Vlartin, Shantz.
Waterloo College:
Scherbarth,
Berner, Ruc.l:!, Lepisto, Goman, Jones,
,Reble.

(Continued from Page 6)
tied as early as 1879, long before the
terrible north-west rebellion. :.vrany
of thes-e hardy pioneers engaged in
.some of the skirmishes during that
struggle. T.hese settlers came into
this country from Winnipeg in Red
iRiver carts. The people for the moot
part are of Irish and Scotch descent.
Having been settled for such a
!engh of time, this district boasts
some of the finest farms and farm
h omes th a t you cou ld ""
· th e proun d m
vince.
Th e Co 11es t on M'loSSJOn
·
fi e ld LlaoS
'·
three appointments. Colleston, ru; I
have before mentioned, is at the
apex. Some seventeen miles east of
it, and situated near the North Saskatchewan River is Steep Creek.
Some seventeen miles south and east
of Col!eston is Fanford, on the South
Saskatchewan River.
At Col!e.ston there is a little white
church which will ~eat one hundred
people. It is built in the heart of a
poplar bluff, having e. large, \veil.
kept cemetery around 1•t . A d ay IS
set aside each year in which the farmers of that district gather together
and clean the cemetery of weeds
and grass. Next summer is the fif.
tieth anniversary of the ~ cones ton
Church, e. remarkable achievement
for any Saskatchewan community.
The church is well organized, having a board of managers with a former member of the federal government at its head-a well-educated,
Chri.stian gentleman, w.ho owns one
of the most beautiful farms I have
ever .seen on the 'banks of the North
Sa.skoatchewan. There i.o a Sunday
School with a faithful superintendent, who is a de.acendant of one of
the original pione<'!r families. T.here
are three classes, supervised by excellent teachers. During the .summer
a girl€' choir w.a.s organized. It was
composed of a dozen teen-aged girls
all of whom could read music perfectly. They were led by a woman
who pOo3sessed rare musical ability,
and they intend to keep .practices going during the winter. This choir,
needless to eay, wa.s a great asset to
the c.hurch services. There were

Lose To Benton Street

The team went down to another
defeat 'b y a score of 21-14, when they
were teamed against the fast and
cloae-checking team, Benton ,s t. Baptists, on Sam·day evening, October
29th.
Play in the 'fi ret ha 1f was f as t , w1"th
both sides keeping a close check on
each ot.her's forwards. Waterloo had
piled up a score of six before Benton
got started. Ru~h had received
long passes under the basket and
had scored from thNe. Benton, however, retaliated when ·S hantz and
Dinger each scored three be..skets on
long shots.
Score at half time wa6 14-13 in
favour of Benton.
T.he second half showed a weakening on the part of Waterloo College
who only scored one point. Benton
o3cored seven poin~o3 going through
the V\'.ater!oo defen.:oe quite often.
The teams:
Benton: s. Dinger, H. Current, A.
4 "Procure
cards" because the Shantz, H. Scott, R. Dedels, A. Boehcards had to be hewn from slabs of
mer, \V. Dunke.
black granite. Ancient Archives
Waterloo College: 0. Reble, N.
pages 36-39.
- - - - - - - - - - - ---- Berner, W. Bean, R. Ruch , E. (]{)man, :vir. Lepisto. W. Jones.
--W-Dorth is found mostly in another's
trust.

PETROLEUM COKE

---W---

"The command of nature has been
put into man's hands 1before he
Most of our riches lie in the ability know.:; how to command himself."Sir Alfred Ewing.
to check foolish desires.

Pat: "What's the difference he
tween conception and inception·:"
Philosophy Prof. (placing hi
hand on Cooke's shoulder): "Now
what would you call it if I said tha
Cooke is a man?"
Pat: "Deception!"
"If ignorance is bliss," said Neeb
To Joe, "why, then, old boy,
You'd better get your life insured
You're apt to die of joy."

One student's logic runs thi
way:
Girls like chocolates.
Co-eds are girls.
Therefore: Co-eds like chocolates.
Result: Always broke.
The other student's logic run
this way:
Chocolates ar~ hard on teeth.
Co-eds have teeth.
Therefore: Chocolates are hard
on co-eds.
Result: Always flush.
Dietsche: "Did vou notice the girl
that just passed u~?"
Cooke: "Do you mean the one
with the black felt hat, gray coat
with beaver collar, brown lowheeled oxfords with fancy laces,
fawn stockings, painted lips and
with a mole on her right cheek just
below the eye?"
Dietsche: "Yes, that's the one.'
Cooke: "No, I didn't. Why?"
Arthur Little was touring the
eastern States. A Bostonian wa~
showing him around. "This is Bunker Hill Monument-where Warren
feli, you know."
Arthur surveyed the lofty shaft
thoughtfully and then said: "Nast;
fall r Killed him, of course?"
---In an issue of the Cord of about
five years ago in ar. article telling of
of a meeting of one of the literary
societies, the following .sentence
occurs: "Wm. - - pe-ased the audi·
ence with a violin solo." Now, who
could mistake a viol!n for a peashooter.
Berner: "Do all nuts grow on
trees?"
Anderson: "Why, of course."
Berner: "What about the doughnut? On which tr~e does it grow'"
Anderson: "On the pan-try, of
course ."

---w--Try to read this:
Bruises hurt, erased afford, erected, analysia hurt too, infacti u.;
dead.
Or punctuate this:
That that is is that that is not is
not that that is is not that that is
not that that is not is not that that
is.
forty families in this community and
our average churc;J. attendance was
approximately eighty.
(To be Continued)
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